RAM® Mounts offers a diverse, patent-protected line of mounting systems that are made in the USA. They are used in a wide variety of applications, including commercial fleet, rugged vehicle, military and defense, material handling, aviation and more. RAM® ball-and-socket mounts feature a design revolving around an elastomeric rubber ball. Incorporating a non-slip feature as well as shock and vibration dampening, our often-imitated but never-duplicated mounting solutions are truly one of a kind and enhance every application they are used in. Utilizing the finest assembly hardware, durable composites, steel, stainless steel, rubber, and aluminum, our mounting bases and complete kits are manufactured in the USA to perform above expectations and remain cost-effective. For over two decades, RAM® Mounting Systems has been synonymous with quality and performance.

RAM® Mounts is a member of the eBay VeRO Program and is committed to protecting our intellectual property rights. Please note that it is illegal to manufacture and/or sell products that use our patented technology, including counterfeit products. It is also illegal to sell products that contain and/or are advertised or listed using the trademarks of RAM® Mounts, if those products are not in fact manufactured by RAM Mounts. These activities carry both criminal and civil penalties.

RAM® Mounts is the legal owner of a multitude of patents and trademarks. For a complete listing of our patents and trademarks, please visit the RAM® Mounts Patents and Trademarks webpage: http://www.rammount.com/about/patents-trademarks.

We have trademarks that are federally registered in the United States, as well as in other countries, including the following:

- RAM
- X-GRIP
- AQUA BOX
- INTELLISKIN
- GDS
RAM® Mounts is also the legal owner of the following registered trademark designs: